
Excellence Through Synergy
The Teledyne Marine family of companies encompass a wide range of business segments from civil 

inspection of bridge and dam infrastructure to deep water oil and gas exploration and production to 

oceanographic research around the world. The Marine Innovation Group also bridges technology  

across Teledyne, in general, including Teledyne Scientific and Imaging and Teledyne Brown Engineering.  

This enables Teledyne Marine to provide our customers the best solutions possible. Let us work with  

you to transform your marine technology requirements into reality.
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To find out how the Marine Innovation Group can  
help support you and your team, contact us at:

Marine Innovation Group

Advancing Marine Technology Through Collaboration
Teledyne’s Marine Innovation Group is focused on advancing marine technology through collaboration 

between Teledyne technology centers and industry partners. The group’s core areas of focus are: 

technology partnerships, innovation strategies, and internal technology collaboration towards advancing 

cutting edge marine solutions. The Marine Innovation Group strives to further converge Teledyne 

organizations and product lines into more streamlined and consolidated “solutions based” offerings.

Marine Innovation Group

An Integrated Solutions Resource 
teledynemarine.com/innovation

Marine Innovation Group
Sensors  |  Software  |  Analytics  |  Interconnects  |  Systems  |  Vehicles

Drive Cutting-Edge Technologies 
With a focus on customer driven ideas and requirements, the 
Marine Innovation Group seeks our new technologies to fill gaps in 
customer needs. These technologies come from our market-leading 
businesses, world class pool of in-house scientists and engineers 
and our growing list of industry and research partners.

Improve Integration and Usability
Combining Teledyne Marine products and technologies into 
single package solutions simplifies interface to single point 

connections and common network based communications. In 
addition to sensor consolidation, the Marine Innovation Group 

is exploring new ways to fuse sensor data and provide a unified 
user experience over a wide array of products.

Deliver Smarter Systems
Today’s marine systems are rapidly becoming more autonomous.  
To respond to this trend, it is necessary for sensors to deliver 
actionable information in new ways. The Marine Innovation Group 
works with our customers and industry partners to understand the 
information streams that the next generation of sensors will produce to 
ensure we deliver the information solutions that our customers require.



A Sea of Solutions
The Marine Innovation Group is made up of Technical Leaders and Product Managers from all of the 

Teledyne Marine organizations, and was formed to identify, promote, and develop market differentiating 

products, leveraging Teledyne Marine’s combined strengths, skill sets and technologies. 

Marine Innovation Group

Specialized Solutions
The introduction of new technologies into the marine industry 

requires identifying and fine tuning each technology for not just 

Challenging problems, but virtually impossible problems. The 

Marin Innovation Group meets this challenge by establishing 

multi-company collaboration teams which research, develop  

and deliver solutions for solving critical industry needs.

Customized Solutions
As a technology matures, so does the demand for it in a growing 

host of applications. The Marine Innovation Group is committed 

to helping to bridge the gap between customer needs and the 

array of technologies available within Teledyne Marine. 

Standardized Solutions
For products to move out of the research lab and into standardize 

components for a multitude of marine applications, technology 

development must assume a new paradigm. The Marine 

Innovation Group works in-house and with our industry partners 

to guide product development across Teledyne Marine, ensuring 

the delivery of cutting-edge technologies into new standardized 

products suitable for mainstream Marine applications.

Integrated Solutions
One of Teledyne Marine’s strengths is the variety and breadth 

of technologies and products gathered under a single umbrella. 

Through the Marine Innovation Group, our customers and 

partners now have a central access point into Teledyne Marine’s 

technology toolbox, so that together we create the best possible 

solution to any Marine challenge.

Partnership Opportunities     Technology Licensing  |  OEM Product Brainstorming  |  Co-Branded Solutions  |  Government Program Support  |  Customer Vision Realization
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• Software Tools

• Connectors

• Communications

• Mounting

• Data Fusion

• Video Enhancement

• Tracking Solutions

• Real-Time Measurements

• Vehicle Navigation

• Process Control

• System Monitoring

• Failure Prediction

• Electronics 

• Housings 

• Documentation and Support

• Deployment Systems 

Common Interfaces

Consistency

Turn-Key Control Solutions

Solutions

 Common Hardware

Simplicity

Onboard Analytics 

Smarts

By bringing all the pieces  such as 

sensors, hardware, software, and 

controls together into a single solution, 

Teledyne Marine can deliver full 

turn-key packages for the industries 

toughest projects.

By delivering information rather than 

raw sensor data, Teledyne Marine 

products can move several steps 

closer toward control system input 

requirements, accelerating automated 

platform development.

Consistency across system interfaces, 

whether in the communications, 

mounting points, or software interfaces 

simplifies both the integration and user 

experience of Teledyne Marine systems.

Consolidation of multiple sensors into 

common hardware solutions creates 

new opportunities for deployment of 

Teledyne Marine technologies.

CARIS, Inc.  |  Impulse  |  ODI  |  PDS Cormon  |  Scientific & Imaging  |  TSS Brown Engineering  |  Gavia
SeaBotix  |  Webb Research

Benthos  |  BlueView  |  Bowtech  |  RESON


